The future
of identity
protection
is human
Upgrade to biometric
identity verification
and eliminate the
employee password

Identity protection matters
in a post-pandemic era where
remote workforces are growing

230%

increase in
password
spray attacks
during 2020.1

1
2

80%

of security
breaches
caused by
stolen or weak
passwords.2

5.8 B I L

attacker-driven
sign-ins
detected by
Microsoft.1
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Don�t let
stolen credentials
compromise
your business
How do you ensure
the security of
remote employees?
Remote employees are accessing company
resources on their personal devices and choosing
to not use a secure internet connection.

What is it
costing your IT
department?
Average IT helpdesk labor costs for
password resets are expensive and employees
frequently reuse variations of old passwords,
increasing the risk of identity theft.

What are
your security
hurdles?
FIDO2, the new standard for secure web
login, is not widely understood by board members.
IT directors must convince leadership to invest
in new authentication methods.

The solution

Build a passwordless,
worry-free IT ecosystem with
AuthenTrend +
Microsoft Azure AD

Uncrackable identity protection

Ensure only authorized users can access company
data in the cloud or on-premises with secure
multifactor authentication that includes fingerprint
requirements for low-risk, single sign-on experiences.

Passwordless authentication
in <1 second

Replace passwords with portable biometric
ATKeys for easy sign-on to Microsoft 365 apps,
Azure AD Premium edition, hybrid Azure AD—joined
Windows 10 devices, or any web browser.

Best-in-class biometric security

Trust in a highly secure fingerprint security key that
stores up to 10 encrypted fingerprints that cannot be
disclosed outside the FIDO-compliant hardware chip.

Raise your
security standards

today
with

AuthenTrend
is recognized as
one of the top
authentication
companies in
APAC-2020 by
Enterprise
Security
Magazine.3

IT Directors and CIOs
trust AuthenTrend
because their
fingerprint sensors
come with a top
industry-level
false rejection rate
(FRR), smallest form
factor, and a FIPS 140-2
compliance solution.4

AuthenTrend’s
ATKey.Pro and
ATKey.Card
solutions are
approved by
Microsoft Intelligent
Security Association
(MISA) and
seamlessly
integrate with
Azure AD.4
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Top Multifactor Authentication Companies in APAC-2020
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Members of the Microsoft Intelligent Security Association

LEARN MORE

about AuthenTrend and Azure AD

JOIN

the Passwordless Pilot Program,
co-hosted by AuthenTrend and Microsoft
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